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Direct Forum is a free email newsletter containing useful direct marketing tips, news updates and
how-to information. It’s convenient, informative and I am not trying to sell you anything!

1. Use Direct Mail to raise funds
for your charity.
What a novel idea!   
2. Tips for ensuring your envelope
gets opened.  

3. My video pick of the
     month: Rang-tan in my
     bedroom.

Use Direct Mail to raise
funds for your charity.
What a novel idea!
Here I go again talking about direct mail while many people
have claimed that it is dead as a door knob, even though statistics
clearly demonstrate that this is not true.

• In 2018 Canada Post delivered about three billion pieces
of mail.
• 42% of recipients read or scanned a mail piece.

• 54% of consumers surveyed said they want to receive mail
from brands they’re interested in.
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(Source: ANA | DMA Response Rate Report, 2018)

Case in Point: Even Google uses direct mail to get people to buy into Google ads.
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What does direct mail offer that another channel does not?
• In Neuromarketing Test, print came out on top over digital.
Direct Mail
		
Recall was
required			
				

Activation
for motivation was

less cognitive			
power to process		
the message

higher with
Direct Mail

21%

70% 20%
higher with 		
Direct Mail		

(Source: Canada Post)

• Direct mail is more memorable even with millennials.
Percentage 		
that pay attention 		
to DM				

Percentage who
think DM is 		
more reliable		

Percentage that
made purchages		
based on a DM offer

77%     90% 57%

(Source: Millennials: An Emerging Consumer Powerhouse, Quad/Graphics, March 2016)

• Direct mail has a better response rate now than ever before.

(Source: Data & Marketing Association’s 2018 Response Rate Report.)

What makes direct mail so powerful is the versatility of the medium.
So, for all those charities who are not using this powerful channel to raise funds let me
CONTINUES ...
say that you are cutting off your nose to spite your face.
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• Direct Mail Is the original story telling medium.
Only two mediums are great at telling a story—a visual (movies, videos) or a verbal
(narration, novels, letters). Direct mail is not only good at that but it is also a tactile, personal,
positive emotion-inducing, memorable and highly impactful medium when telling a story.
Case in point: Heart House Hospice December mailing. It raised $10,000 more than the
average rate over all previous year-end mailings.

Incorporate Direct Mail into Your Omnichannel Marketing Strategy
Case in point: Blood on your hands soap: This project used decorative soap boxes to send
a strong message, along with common sense gun laws, to politicians who accepted campaign
money from the NRA by “helping” them get their fellow Americans’ blood off their hands.

Each gift box came with 5 specially
created soaps, each targeting a specific
gun reform issue that NRA-backed
Republicans continuously ignore—like
the Bump Bar. It’s a soap bar with even
more power than you would ever need.
But more importantly, the bar came with
an alternative to needing the bar in the
first place.

Along with sending boxes to NRA-backed politicians,
a website was created, www.bloodonyourhandssoap.com.
On it, people could find NRA-backed politicians and
send virtual boxes to them.
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Case in point: Print Ad and DM Insert
for Waste 4Management, Georgia.

Credits
Advertising Agency: Mr. Wolf, Tbilisi, Georgia
Art Director: Mari Gvakharia
Copywriter: Nika Max Khundadze
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Tips for ensuring your envelope gets opened.  

A good direct mail idea must be created as an entirety. I don’t recommend that you
create the message on the envelope first.
Also, remember Siegfried Vögele’s direct mail approach: here are questions that
goes through people’s minds when they get mail.
• What do they want from me?
• What benefit is there in it for me?
• Do I need it?
• Is it for me?
Within about eight seconds they will have decide whether to open it or throw it away
or possibly put it to one side to open later.
Finally, the saying is true that if your envelope doesn’t get opened, your letter will
never be read and no-one will respond. So here are a couple of ways that have been
tested and work each and every time:
1. Don’t use any copy on the outer envelope. Plain envelopes suggest to the reader
that the contents are personal, timely and relevant. I have tested this over a long
time and it has performed better than a mailer with a message. They perform
well because the recipient is curious to know who it’s from or what it’s all about.
One important point to consider when using a plain envelope, use a live stamp.
2. Use teaser copy on the envelope. Like a provocative “headline” across the
front of the envelope. Maybe it’s copy that taps one of the seven main emotions
(anger, greed, fear, guilt, flattery, exclusivity, salvation) that triggers response.
Or maybe it’s an
urgent call to action:
“Limited Time Offer!”
Or even a message
that raises an issue
worth finding out
about like this one:
CONTINUES ...
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In his two books, Purple Cow: Transform Your Business by Being Remarkable, and All Mark
Seth Godin stressed that the key to success is to find a way to stand out from the herd - to be the
field of monochrome Holsteins.
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So the question becomes, how do we stand out or make our material interesting
enough to
attention?

I HAVE LEARNED THAT THERE ARE 4 WAYS
TO GET PEOPLE TO PAY ATTENTION
216–V2–EP-A

1.

493 Sherbrooke Street West, Montreal, Quebec H3A 1B6

3. Use an incomplete sentence.
2.
I call this a taste of what’s to
come inside.
3.

Show or tell them something new and interesting (arouse curio

Tell them something they didn’t know before (inform them, mak
newsworthy)
Tell them something in a unique way
(give it a new slant)
IN GREATER

MONTREAL,
Tell them why this is important right
now (spur them into action
OVER

4.

200 000

1. SHOW OR TELL THEM SOMETHING NEW AND INTEREST
   PEOPLE
(AROUSE
CURIOSITY)
SUFFER FROM...

THERE ARE TWO WAYS TO AROUSE CURIOSITY.

4. Ask a question. This too
should intrigue the recipient
to seek the answer inside.

You can do it with words:

5. Personalize the message:
Even adding the word “Your”
helps to get the mail opened.

6. Use the window to show
a partial image. The addition
of the photo and the text will
depend on whether it suggests
the contents are worth reading
or not. Once again, if it’s
intriguing enough it will
get the envelope opened.

1102 Broadview Ave. Toronto ON M4K 2S5

Ms. Jane Sample
123 Anywhere Street
Toronto, Ontario M1M 1M1

A child shouldn’t have to...
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7. Use a double window to
reveal an object inside.
Like this one that shows a
toothbrush inside.

8. Involvement devices. This
requires the reader to take an
action such as peeling off a
sticker or removing this
mosquito net. The objective is
to get the reader to spend time
with the mailer.
9. Use cartoons on the
envelope. Cartoons will
get noticed every time.

10. The blue ink envelope.
The best example of a blue
ink envelope is the one
used to target a loyal
supporter, to make them feel
special.

CONTINUES ...
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11. Envelope size. Size matters,
bulky or odd size mail pieces
will get opened each time.

Today charities can also use their
own postal indicia as a stamp.

massey
centre

1102 Broadview Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M4K 2S5

new lives start here.

Ms. Anna Hansen
74 Sunnycroft Avenue
Waterdown, ON L0R 2H0

INSIDMEat:ching
A Special
Gift Offer From
P&G.
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My video pick of the month:  
Rang-tan in my bedroom.

Credits
Creative: Mother
Strategy: Mother
Production: Passion Animation Studios
Director: Salon Alpin
Music: Lennert Busch
Media planning and buying: MC&C Media
Narrator: Actress, Emma Thompson

The Greenpeace Rang-tan campaign took England
by storm last year. It became the Christmas
campaign of 2018, taking over bigger commercial
brands with bigger budgets and an established
presence on television.
By early December, the film reached more than
65 million views. The petition was signed by
1.2 million people in the UK: even if only 1%
converted to become a regular donor, it would
still represent an estimated 12,000 new donors
acquired without any other channels than
social media and word of mouth.

Check it out: https://youtu.be/TQQXstNh45g

An interesting sidebar to this story:
However, when the supermarket called
Iceland used the same commercial in
support of banning palm oil, it was pulled
from TV because it was deemed to breach
political advertising rules.
Earlier in the year Iceland became the
first major UK supermarket to pledge to
remove palm oil from all its own-brand
foods. Habitat loss in countries such as
Malaysia—a major global producer of
palm oil—has contributed to the orangutan
now being classified as critically endangered.
As part of its festive campaign the
discount supermarket struck a deal with
Greenpeace to reuse the animated short
film about the destruction of its rainforest
habitat at the hands of palm oil growers.
And yet the commercial was banned when
Iceland used it. Makes you wonder who
writes the rules for TV advertising?
CONTINUES ...
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OPT IN, OPT OUT, OPTIONS:
To subscribe, email me at:
billy@designersinc.ca
To download back issues of my
newsletters go to ‘Freebies’ on my website:
www.designersinc.ca
To unsubscribe, send me an e-mail simply
saying, “Please, remove.” To participate,
send me an email with your suggestions.
To post a comment, please include your
name, email address and your thoughts.
Let me remind you that your name and/or
e-mail address will never be shared, sold,
circulated, or passed along to anyone else.
BKS Fundraising/Designers Inc.
1806-77 Harbour Square
Toronto, ON
M5J 2S2
© Designers Inc.
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